WEATHERVANE ASSEMBLY

1. Position brass ring over rod.

2. Slide large ball down rod to brass ring.

3. Interlock directionals... slide on rod.

4. Slide small ball on rod... rest on directionals.

5. Slide weathervane onto rod.
   Slide weathervane and retaining hook* onto rod simultaneously.
   Tighten set screw.

YOUR PACKAGE INCLUDES
- 1 Weathervane Figure
- 1 Set of Brass Directionals
- 1 Weathervane Rod
- 1 Set of Copper Balls (one large, one small)
- 1 Retaining Hook (if required)
- 1 Adjustable Roof Mount

ROOFMOUNT
Adjust roof mount to conform to your roof.

Drill 3/32" holes using roofmount as a template. Fill holes with silicone caulk and drive in 1 1/4" screws provided. Check